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aBStraCt

naSa’s Cosmic Background explorer satellite mission, the CoBe, laid the 
foundations for modern cosmology by measuring the spectrum and aniso
tropy of the cosmic microwave background radiation, and discovering the 
cosmic infrared background radiation. i describe the history of the CoBe 
project, its scientific context, the people who built it, and the scientific re
sults. the CoBe observed the universe on the largest scales possible, by map
ping the cosmic microwave and infrared background radiation fields and 
determining their spectra. it produced conclusive evidence that the hot Big 
Bang theory of the early universe is correct, showed that the early universe 
was very uniform but not perfectly so, and that the total luminosity of postBig 
Bang objects is twice as great as previously believed. the CoBe concept was 
developed by a mission definition Study team appointed by naSa in 1976, 
based on three competing proposals submitted in 1974. the CoBe was built 
inhouse by goddard Space Flight Center, with a helium cryostat provided 
by Ball aerospace, and was launched on a delta rocket built by mcdonnell 
douglas. it is in a circular orbit 900 km above the earth, in a plane inclined 
99 degrees to the equator and roughly perpendicular to the line to the Sun. 
it carried three instruments, a Far infrared absolute Spectrophotometer 
(FiraS), a differential microwave radiometer with three channels (dmr), 
and a diffuse infrared Background experiment (dirBe). the helium 
cryostat cooled the FiraS and dirBe for 10 months until the helium was 
exhausted, but operations continued for a total of four years. Subsequent 
observations have confirmed the CoBe results and led to measurements of 
the main cosmological parameters with a precision of a few percent.
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i. SCientiFiC introdUCtion

A. CMBR Spectrum and the Big Bang
in the beginning was the Big Bang, so we now say with great certainty. the 
Cosmic Background explorer (CoBe) satellite, proposed to naSa in 1974 
and launched in 1989, provided very strong evidence for it: the spectrum of 
the cosmic microwave background radiation (CmBr) has the spectrum of 
an almostperfect blackbody emitter at 2.725 ± 0.001 K, and the radiation is 
isotropic (the same in all directions) within 10 parts per million (rms) on 
angular scales of 7o and larger. this radiation is interpreted as the relic of 
an incredibly hot and dense early phase of the universe. in such a hot and 
dense phase, the creation, destruction, and energy equilibration of photons 
with one another and with all other forms of matter and energy would occur 
very rapidly compared with the expansion time scale of the universe. Such a 
state would immediately produce a blackbody radiation field. the expanding 
universe should preserve this blackbody spectrum, so measurement of any 
significant deviation from a perfect blackbody spectrum would either invali
date the whole idea of the Big Bang, or show that energy (e.g. from decay of 
primordial particles) was added to the CmBr after the rapid equilibration 
ended.

B. Isotropy
the fact that the radiation is isotropic to such a high degree is key evidence 
for its origin in the Big Bang. all the local systems that we know, from our 
Solar System to our galaxy and the local cluster and supercluster of galaxies, 
are recognized because they are not uniform. indeed, the isotropy itself was 
hard to explain, because it demands uniformity in the initial conditions of 
the great explosion of the entire observable universe. this was one of the 
great mysteries facing science in 1974.

C. Anisotropy 
moreover, according to the CoBe, this radiation shows the imprint of the pri
mordial density variations. on large angular scales the primordial radiation 
suffers a small gravitational redshift on exiting from denser regions (Sachs 
and Wolfe, 1967). these measured fluctuations have a nearly scaleinvari
ant noise spectrum, in which the mean square variations are plotted against 
spatial (angular) frequency. the scaleinvariant form of this spectrum was 
expected on the basis of general arguments (Peebles and yu, 1970; harrison, 
1970; zeldovich, 1972). When the theory of cosmic inflation was developed 
(guth, 1981), it neatly explained the general isotropy of the radiation, since 
the currently observable piece of presumably infinite universe was at one 
time contained in a small region that existed for long enough to establish a 
uniform temperature. 
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D. Small angular scale anisotropy and primordial sound waves 
on smaller angular scales, the measured fluctuation spectrum is dramati
cally modified, with a major peak at a typical angular size of a few degrees. 
according to the Big Bang theory, the universe became transparent when the 
temperature fell to about 3,000 K, around 380,000 years after the Big Bang. 
at that time, regions of the universe smaller than 380,000 light years would 
begin to exchange information and begin to erase or amplify the primordial 
fluctuations. We can describe these fluctuations as primordial sound waves 
in a multicomponent fluid including photons (electromagnetic radiation), 
ordinary matter (baryons and leptons), dark matter (with mass but no elec
tromagnetic interactions), and dark energy (causing the rate of expansion of 
the universe to increase).

E. Modern cosmology 
modern cosmology began in earnest with the recognition that galaxies are 
really far away and are made of billions of stars. this discovery depended on 
the continued production of ever larger telescopes, such as the four built 
by george ellery hale, each of which was the largest in the world for some 
years, and each making a wealthy donor proud. einstein’s theory of general 
relativity provided a way of computing the effects of gravity on large scales, 
and georges lemaître (1927, 1931) applied the theory to predict that the 
universe could not be static, but must be expanding or contracting. einstein 
had introduced a constant of integration that could be adjusted to achieve 
a balance between the attractive forces of gravity and the “Λ constant,” but 
the solutions were not stable. edwin hubble (1929) found that distant gal
axies are receding from us and that the farther away they are, the faster 
they are going. this discovery, in the same year that the worldwide economy 
collapsed, changed cosmology from almost pure speculation to an observa
tional subject. the apparent age of the universe was just the quotient of the 
distance divided by speed of recession, and the reciprocal of that number is 
called the hubble Constant. 

ii. my introdUCtion to CoSmology

A. Childhood
in the 1950’s, when i was a child, the space age had not started yet, and there 
were famous debates between advocates of the Steady State theory and the 
Big Bang theory. in the 1940’s, george gamow was considering the conse
quences of the Big Bang idea, and with his graduate students ralph alpher 
and robert herman, was working on the question of the formation of the 
chemical elements. one key result was that only hydrogen and helium would 
come from the Big Bang, which means that the others had to be formed in 
nuclear reactions inside stars (alpher, Bethe and gamow, 1948). even then 
it was already clear that we humans are made of recycled stellar material. 
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their second key result was that the universe would be filled with the heat 
radiation left over from that great explosion. there were various estimates of 
its temperature, but in any case it would have been difficult to measure this 
radiation at the time. 

By the 1950’s, the modern age had begun in earnest. transistors were in
vented, the hbomb race began when the Soviet Union exploded a hydrogen 
bomb in 1953, and the US was worried. then the Soviet Union launched the 
Sputnik in 1957. Suddenly, physicists and engineers were supposed to save 
the country from a really serious threat. Science fairs appeared in public 
schools, and government money flowed into civil defense and scientific edu
cation. i assembled a 5tube shortwave radio kit, and i wanted to be a ham ra
dio operator. microwave technology grew to support the telephone network 
as well as radar, and in my rural neighborhood, a 4h club teaching children 
about electronics was sponsored by a small engineering firm. my father, one 
of the few Phd scientists in the county, had a geiger counter. in high school, 
i went away to summer math and physics courses sponsored by the national 
Science Foundation. in a few short years, the US space program went from 
nothing to a declaration by President Kennedy that we would place a man on 
the moon within the decade.

B. College
By 1965, i was a freshman in college, and i had read one of george gamow’s 
(1947) popular books on the universe. i knew that the Big Bang might have 
produced a radiation field that filled the universe, so i wasn’t surprised when 
it was discovered by Penzias and Wilson (nobel Prize, 1978). robert dicke’s 
group at Princeton was looking for the radiation at the same time. the story 
of the simultaneous publication of the results of the two groups has been 
widely told. 

if the radiation is cosmic, it should have the spectrum of a blackbody and 
be equally bright in all directions (isotropic). Since the detections were made 
at relatively low frequencies, there was a contribution of emission from elec
trons in our galaxy that had to be measured and removed by some kind of 
modeling. at first, it was only possible to measure the rayleighJeans (long 
wavelength) part of the spectrum, and that part is a featureless power law, but 
at least the measurements were roughly consistent with a single cosmic tem
perature. there was also information from the measurements of the rotation
al temperatures of interstellar molecules, which could be accomplished by ob
serving their absorption of starlight. it turned out that this measurement had 
already been made, by adams and mcKellar around 1941, but the significance 
was not recognized at the time. then, in 1968, a rocket carried an instrument 
above the atmosphere, and found 50 times the brightness expected for the 
cosmic blackbody radiation (Shivanandan, houck, and harwit, 1968). 

C. Graduate school
this was the situation when i started looking for a thesis project at the 
University of California at Berkeley in 1970. i met michael Werner, then a 
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new postdoctoral fellow working with Charles townes (nobel Prize 1964 for 
masers), and Paul l. richards, a young faculty member with expertise in low 
temperature physics. they were starting up projects to measure the cosmic 
microwave background radiation in the wavelength range around 1 mm. the 
first was a groundbased measurement using a FabryPérot interferometer to 
define wavelengths, and liquid heliumcooled far infrared detectors. We took 
this instrument to White mountain in California and used it to measure the 
CmBr temperature at those wavelengths that were not too badly blocked 
by atmospheric emissions (mather, richards, and Werner, 1971). Following 
that project, richards took a miller Fellowship sabbatical to england and 
learned about the newly developed martinPuplett interferometer (Puplett 
and martin, 1970).  he developed a concept to fly such a device as a payload 
suspended below a highaltitude research balloon, above 99.5% of the at
mosphere. this idea later developed into the spectrometer that flew on the 
CoBe satellite. richards returned to Berkeley and explained the idea to two 
of his graduate students, david Woody and me.

the instrument concept included the polarizing interferometer, a mod
ern version of that invented by michelson (nobel Prize, 1907), immersed in 
liquid helium to keep it cold, a far ir detector (a bolometer), a cold refer
ence blackbody, and a conical metal light collector that defined a 7 degree 
beamwidth on the sky and fed the light through a small hole into the instru
ment (mather, Woody, and richards, 1974). Compromises had to be made, 
due to the presence of a warm atmosphere in close proximity to the liquid 
helium. First, the conical antenna had to connect to a stainless steel reflector 
that made the transition from helium temperature (1.5 K) to atmospheric 
temperature. Second, a mylar window kept the atmosphere out of the aper
ture. third, a small warm calibrator body could be moved over the aperture 
to measure the sensitivity of the instrument. a naSa review panel visited the 
Space Science laboratory at Berkeley in 1973, and we presented our story. 
the panel immediately told us that this instrument ought to be proposed as 
a space mission. 

the instrument failed on its first flight but was retrieved in one piece. i 
wrote my thesis on the groundbased work and on the design of the balloon 
payload, and david Woody continued with the project. he built a test cham
ber, found the reasons for the initial failures, fixed them, and prepared the 
payload for reflight. By now i had taken a postdoctoral position with Patrick 
thaddeus in new york at the goddard institute for Space Studies (giSS). 
this time the flight was successful (Woody et al., 1975).

iii. originS and deSign oF the CoBe

A. Initial Goddard concept
i joined thaddeus’s group to escape the perils of the CmBr field. however, 
a few months after i arrived at giSS at the end of January 1974, naSa issued 
an announcement of opportunity for new small satellites to be launched 
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on Scout or delta rockets. thaddeus asked members of the lab for ideas. 
my thesis project had not worked right, but the main scientific difficulty was 
the atmosphere, and a space mission would be a lot better. thaddeus was al
ready very interested in the CmBr, and had measured its temperature using 
spectroscopy of interstellar molecules of Cn, cyanogen (thaddeus, 1972). 
he suggested that i call rainer Weiss of mit, dave Wilkinson, one of the 
pioneers of the CmBr studies just a few miles away in Princeton, and michael 
hauser, who had just a few days before joined the goddard Space Flight 
Center in greenbelt, md. We knew we would need a liquid helium cryostat, 
and we contacted Ball aerospace in Boulder, Co to learn if it was possible to 
get one. 

at that time, the Steady State theory still had strong advocates and inge
nious defenders. the evidence for the age of the universe and for the age 
of the oldest stars seemed inconsistent. the evidence that the CmBr had 
a good blackbody spectrum was not very strong, and indeed most measure
ments were showing deviations from the prediction. there was not yet any 
serious theory for the fundamental anisotropy, but it was thought that the 
CmBr might not be the same brightness in every direction even if it were 
from the Big Bang.

We did not know we had competitors, but luis alvarez at Berkeley (nobel 
Prize, 1968) had hired several people to work on this cosmic background 
radiation, including richard a. muller and george F. Smoot. their team 
prepared a proposal for a single instrument to measure the anisotropy, much 
simpler than our goddard proposal, and similar to concepts they were de
veloping for receivers that would fly on U2 aircraft and on balloons. Samuel 
gulkis and michael Janssen of the Jet Propulsion laboratory in Pasadena 
also prepared a proposal.

naSa did not choose any of us immediately. there were about 150 pro
posals submitted altogether, covering a huge range of topics. naSa was very 
interested in doing the infrared astronomical Satellite (iraS), in coopera
tion with the netherlands and the UK. this mission would be a pioneering 
project, with a liquid helium cryostat in space, and new types of infrared 
detectors covering a huge wavelength range. 

i started serious work on the flared horn concept. the balloonborne 
thesis experiment used a design with an abrupt junction between the beam
defining cone and a stainless steel reflector to protect it from stray radiation 
from angles far off the line of sight. my new idea was to make a gradual tran
sition, with a curved flare like those in musical instruments. the mathemat
ics for this had been developed already, by Joseph Keller (1962), under the 
title of the “geometrical theory of diffraction.” this approach said that light 
rays propagate in straight lines except at boundaries and obstacles, and that 
there were a variety of scattering and attenuation coefficients that could be 
computed for the boundaries and obstacles. the waves do diffract around 
curved surfaces, but they are attenuated exponentially as they go. this was 
just what i needed to protect the input of the instrument over a wide range of 
wavelengths (mather, 1981; mather, toral, and hemmati, 1986). 
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Figure 1. original concept for CoBe as proposed by goddard group in 1974.
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B. Building the COBE Team
in early 1976, michael hauser offered me a job at the goddard Space Flight 
Center (gSFC) in greenbelt, md, and thought the CoBe idea would go for
ward. in any case, it was worth a try.

in late 1976, naSa started a study of the CoBe idea, but chose a new 
team composed of six members of the three competing groups. there were 
four members of my group, with me, michael hauser, david Wilkinson, 
and rainer Weiss, plus george Smoot from the Berkeley group, and Sam 
gulkis from the JPl group. We were to work with nancy Boggess of naSa 
headquarters, who was responsible for all of infrared astronomy at naSa, 
and a team of engineers at goddard Space Flight Center, to define a new mis
sion. We decided that one of the original four instruments on the goddard 
concept would have to be omitted, and that the microwave radiometers 
should use corrugated horn antennas. We elected principal investigators 
and proposed to naSa headquarters that these people be approved and 
given responsibilities for the individual instruments. these assignments 
were: g. Smoot, differential microwave radiometers; m. hauser, diffuse 
infrared Background experiment; and myself for the Far infrared absolute 
Spectrophotometer. We chose rainer Weiss as Chair of the Science Working 
group, and naSa assigned me the job of Study Scientist, to coordinate the 
scientific requirements with the engineering teams.

We prepared our report with martin donohoe as engineering lead. our 
study had to show that the mission could not be accomplished in any other 
way. We discussed whether a mission on board the newly approved Space 
Shuttle could possibly meet the scientific requirements, and we argued that 
all three instruments were really essential. We were soon directed to redesign 
our mission to use the Space Shuttle as a launch vehicle. 

after this initial round of competition, we were told to continue and were 
given some funds to spend and people to work with. the goddard engineer
ing team assigned to us was led by Jerry longanecker, project manager for 
the iUe, the international Ultraviolet explorer. this engineering team was 
very experienced and quick to understand the challenges we brought them.

around 1978, it was decided that goddard would build the entire CoBe 
mission inhouse, which means that civil servants and neighborhood contrac
tors would do most of the work. the advantage for goddard was that this 
project was an excellent way to recruit bright young engineers and train 
them on a real space mission. the advantage for the CoBe mission was that 
it would enable the scientists and engineers to work very closely together, 
without the impediments of contract management and physical distance. 
this was very important for the creative process and the giveandtake of solv
ing problems. however, part of the plan was that the CoBe had the lowest 
priority of all the Center’s major projects.

our team membership changed with time, but two photographs (Figs. 4 
and 5) show the engineering and science teams as of 1988. the captions list 
the team members and their roles. roger mattson was our Project manager 
and dennis mcCarthy was the deputy for technical matters.
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Figure 2. artist’s concept of CoBe as flown. CoBe was in orbit 900 km above the earth, 
with the Sun to the side and the earth below.

Figure 3. Concept for the Far infrared absolute Spectrophotometer. the movable black 
calibrator emits the same spectrum of radiation that is received from the sky.
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C. Mission Concept and Design
the design included a protected region for the instruments, surrounded 
by a reflective shield. in the center is a liquid helium cryostat containing 
two instruments, a Farinfrared absolute Spectrophotometer (FiraS), 
and a diffuse infrared Background experiment (dirBe). the differential 
microwave radiometer (dmr) receivers were mounted in four (later three) 
boxes just outside the cryostat. Solar panels surrounded the spacecraft, and 
massive cylindrical pins projected from the sides to attach the CoBe to the 
Space Shuttle. inside, hidden from view, were tanks containing hydrazine fu
el, to raise the orbit from the maximum height the Shuttle could reach. the 
orbit chosen for the CoBe was circular, at 900 km altitude, with the orbital 
plane inclined 99o to the equator, and nearly perpendicular to the Sun line. 
the altitude and inclination are chosen in combination so that the earth’s 
equatorial bulge causes a torque on the orbit plane, just sufficient to make it 
precess a full revolution once per year and follow the Sun. With this choice 
of orbit, the CoBe stays in full sun almost all the time, and the earth’s limb 
is only 60o from the nadir. however, for about 3 months each year, the com
bination of the orbital plane inclination (9o past perpendicular) with the tilt 
of the earth’s spin axis of 23.5o from the ecliptic means that the CoBe flies 
through the earth’s shadow for up to 20 minutes per orbit, and flies between 
the earth and the Sun for an equal period of time. Both events require atten
tion. during shadow, the CoBe must draw electric power from batteries, and 
some heat must be provided to those parts that would cool off too rapidly. 
during the opposite part of the orbit, the earth shines over the top of the 
shield and illuminates the instrument apertures, causing stray light to reach 
the detectors.

the spacecraft design for the CoBe had some very unusual features. the 
most interesting is perhaps the attitude control system, which was required 
to spin the spacecraft around its symmetry axis at about 1 rotation per min
ute (in flight, there was one spin per 72 sec), and keep the spin axis roughly 
perpendicular to the Sun line (actually 94o away), and roughly vertical, as the 
spacecraft orbited the earth. 

the spacecraft had a hybrid command and control system: it sent its en
gineering data through the tdrSS, the tracking and data relay Satellite 
System, but it sent its scientific data directly to a ground station at Wallops 
Flight Facility of the goddard Space Flight Center.

the liquid helium cryostat was a great technological achievement of the 
Ball aerospace division in Boulder, Colorado. ours was a nearlyidentical 
copy of the cryostat developed for the iraS. the design has an outer vacuum 
tank with a cover that can be ejected after launch, a toroidal tank filled with 
about 500 liters of liquid helium at launch, and an instrument chamber inside 
the toroidal tank. the helium tank is suspended inside the vacuum shell by 
sets of fiberglassepoxy straps in tension, and surrounded by concentric alu
minum shells cooled by tubes carrying the escaping helium gas. Between the 
concentric shells are multiple layers of aluminized insulation blankets.
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Figure 4. CoBe Science Working group. eli dwek is missing. left to right, ed Cheng, dave 
Wilkinson, rick Shafer, tom murdock, Steve meyer, Chuck Bennett, nancy Boggess, mike 
Janssen, Bob Silverberg, Sam gulkis, John mather, harvey moseley, Phillip lubin, ned 
Wright, mike hauser, george Smoot, rainer Weiss, and tom Kelsall.

Figure 5. CoBe engineering team leadership. left to right, top photo, don Crosby, Jeff 
greenwell, Bill hoggard, roger mattson, ernie doutrich, herb mittelman, eileen Ferber, 
Bob Schools, Joe turtil, maureen menton, Bob Sanford, mike roberto. Bottom photo, Pierce 
“lee” Smith, earle young, dennis mcCarthy, dave gilman, Bob maichle, Chuck Katz, Steve 
leete, Bernie Klein, loren linstrom, tony Fragomeni, John Wolfgang, and Jack Peddicord.
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D. FIRAS
the purpose of the FiraS was to determine whether the Big Bang radiation 
has the spectrum of a perfect blackbody. even small deviations from perfec
tion would signify that the universe is not simple, that there is some new phe
nomenon to be understood. Since the radiation comes almost equally from 
all directions, the instrument must be absolutely calibrated. Since there are 
processes in galaxies, and in our own milky Way galaxy, that produce radia
tion at wavelengths overlapping the CmBr, it is essential to map the radiation 
and see what part can be correlated with identifiable local sources. the main 
expected sources are dust grains, heated by starlight in the milky Way, and 
interstellar molecules, atoms, and ions, heated by starlight and by collisions 
with other components of the interstellar medium. at longer wavelengths 
than those observed by the FiraS, interstellar electrons, colliding with pro
tons and spiraling in the magnetic field, are brighter than the CmBr, but all 
these local sources are easily recognized by their concentration in the plane 
of the milky Way. 

the FiraS was an upgraded version of Paul richards’ original balloon
borne instrument. the main improvements were: 1. the whole instrument 
was in space, above the atmospheric emission and potential condensation on 
the optics. 2. the light gathering power (étendue) was increased, to collect 
more light, and extend the sensitivity to longer wavelengths. 3. the interfero
meter was symmetrized, providing access to both input ports and both out
put ports, so that it could be used as a differential comparator between the 
inputs, and so all the available input light could be detected. 4. the primary 
input from the sky could be entirely covered by an accurate external black
body radiator, effectively a simulator of the Big Bang radiation, called the 
XCal, the external calibrator. 5. the secondary input was fed by a smaller 
blackbody radiator, with an adjustable temperature to balance the input 
from the sky, called the iCal, the internal calibrator. 6. the conical light 
concentrator of the balloon payload was improved to use a Winston cone, a 
nonimaging parabolic concentrator with a better beam profile, called the 
Sky horn. 7. the stainless steel reflector that joined the balloon payload’s 
input cone to the warm environment was replaced by a smoothly flared bell 
resembling that of a musical instrument. 8. the temperature of the Sky horn 
and its flared section was controllable over a wide range of temperatures, 
as was the matching concentrator (the reference horn) on the secondary 
input. 9. the wavelength range was extended, and divided into two bands, 
Short and long. 10. the detectors were improved. 11. the observing time 
was increased to 10 months instead of a few hours, and the entire sky was 
mapped with a single instrument.

the main sources of improved accuracy were the differential mode of op
eration, reducing the dynamic range (contrast) between the signal level and 
the detector noise, and the accurate external blackbody calibrator. 

We have received many questions about the calibrator. according to 
Kirchhoff’s laws, the emissivity of a body is the same as the absorptivity. the 
emissivity is the ratio of the emission from the actual body to that from an 
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ideal blackbody at the same temperature. the absorptivity is the fraction of 
incident radiation that is absorbed. hence, an ideal absorber is an ideal emit
ter. the chief aim of the calibrator design was to ensure that the only rays 
reaching the spectrometer input came from the calibrator, and not from oth
er locations. We define the spectrometer input as the junction between the 
calibrator and the input concentrator.  there are three possible sources of 
radiation crossing this boundary that do not come from the calibrator emis
sion. these are: 1. emission from the concentrator that strikes the calibrator 
and is reflected back into the acceptance angle of the Sky horn. 2. emission 
or reflection from the spectrometer that comes towards the calibrator and is 
reflected back towards the spectrometer by the XCal. 3. leakage of radia
tion from the sky or the calibrator support hardware or other objects above 
the XCal, around the junction of the calibrator with the concentrator, or 
through the XCal material. We analyzed all of these possible errors and as 
far as we know we avoided them at the level of a few parts per million. the 
details are given by mather et al. (1998). 

in order to achieve this level of performance we needed a highly absorp
tive material. We chose eccosorb®, an epoxy filled with very fine iron powder. 
the epoxy has a refractive index of about 2, so that its surface reflections, 
about 10% at normal incidence, are not negligible (hemmati, mather, and 
eichhorn, 1985). We therefore designed the XCal as a reentrant cone, like 
a trumpet mute, so that a light ray entering the cone would have to suffer at 
least 5 specular reflections before it could exit again. 

thermal gradients produce a secondorder effect and we believe the ef
fect was less than a few parts per million on the spectrum. however, for 
comparison with measurements by other instruments, we needed to know 
the absolute temperature very well. our thermometers were germanium 
resistance thermometers traceable to the national institute of Standards 
and technology, but after launch there was doubt about the stability of their 
calibration, at the level of a few millikelvin. Fortunately, there were other 
methods to confirm the temperatures after launch.

to prevent leakage of radiation around the edge of the calibrator, where it 
meets the Sky horn, the calibrator was provided with two rings of aluminized 
Kapton leaves, adjusted so that they barely made contact with the Sky horn.

the detectors for the FiraS were kept as cold as possible with copper cool
ing straps that reached directly from the detectors to the liquid helium cryo
stat attachment fittings. they were composite bolometers, built at goddard. 
each bolometer had a very thin diamond sheet, with a partially conductive 
coating optimized to absorb the incoming radiation, and suspended by thin 
Kevlar fibers. attached to the diamond was a tiny cube of silicon, doped to 
become a temperaturesensitive resistor. incoming radiation was absorbed by 
the coating on the diamond, converted to heat, and conducted to the silicon 
thermometer. a dC voltage was applied to the thermometer through a resis
tor, and the voltage on the thermometer was amplified by a JFet transistor 
nearby. the transistor would not work at the 1.5 K temperature of the rest of 
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the instrument, so was suspended inside a small chamber on Kevlar threads, 
and heated electrically to around 70 K.

in developing concepts for the detectors, i pursued an idea i had from 
graduate school, to establish a convenient theory for the noise and ultimate 
sensitivity of bolometers. i worked on the manuscript while my future wife 
Jane was teaching ballet; i was driving her to work because we had broken 
her arm doing the samba. this work developed into a series of papers (e.g. 
mather, 1984) which have ended up being my most cited publications. the 
reason was unexpected: our bolometers were good detectors for every kind 
of radiation, including cosmic rays. harvey moseley saw this as an opportu
nity, knowing that the detectors could be greatly improved. the improved 
detectors have been flown in space on the Xray mission Suzaku, and they 
worked beautifully, able to measure the energy of a single 6 KeV Xray pho
ton with a precision of a few eV.

the interferometer mirrors had to move precisely, smoothly, without fric
tion, for millions of strokes on a parallelogram linkage, with leaf springs 
at the joints, driven by a solenoid. this easily met the friction and lifetime 
requirement. the position of the mirrors was measured precisely by a scale. 
the scale was read out optically through fiber optics leading to light sources 
and detectors outside the cryostat. this led to a problem during flight, when 
cosmic rays hit the fiber optics and caused light flashes that confused the 
position measurement and led the control circuit to drive the motor hard 
against a physical stop. Fortunately, a timer circuit had been implemented to 
protect the equipment from such an event.

E. DMR
the dmr instrument was not inside the cryostat but shared the objective of 
measuring the CmBr. i trust that the story of this instrument will be more 
fully told by my corecipient, george Smoot. its purpose was to measure the 
anisotropy, the difference in brightness of the CmBr across the sky. When 
the CoBe was first proposed, there was no serious theoretical prediction for 
the amount or pattern of such variations, but our view was that whatever it 
was, it had to be measured. over the 17 years from proposal to our first data 
release, predicted amplitudes of the variations declined exponentially with 
time, as new equipment repeatedly failed to find anything but the dipole 
term due to the earth’s motion.

not being guided by theory, we set the objective of measuring the aniso
tropy as well as our environment would allow. as with the FiraS, there are 
local sources of radiation in the milky Way galaxy that are bright compared 
with the anisotropies we sought to measure. our approach was to map the 
sky at three (originally four) frequencies, with identical receiver antenna 
patterns, and take advantage of the fact that only the cosmic microwave back
ground radiation would have the spectrum of a blackbody. the electrons in 
our galaxy produce two kinds of radiation, by colliding with protons, and by 
spiraling in magnetic fields. Both of these types of radiation are strong at 
long wavelengths and drop rapidly as the wavelength gets shorter. the dust 
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in our galaxy has the opposite sort of spectrum and its emission spectrum is 
strongest at shorter wavelengths than the CmBr. in any case, measurements 
at multiple wavelengths are required to model and compensate for these 
emissions. We chose three frequencies: 31.4, 53, and 90 ghz.

the central idea of the instrument was the dicke switch. this is a device 
that could switch the input of the microwave receivers rapidly between two 
sources, so that a difference in brightness seen from them could be recog
nized by a lockin amplifier. For mapping the CmBr, it is possible to just 
compare two antennas pointed in different directions. our special observing 
scheme swept the two antennas rapidly around the sky, measuring all pos
sible pairs of directions separated by the fixed angle between the two an 
tennas. our spinning spacecraft, with its spin vector smoothly rotating 
around the Sun line on each orbit, and gradually moving around the Sun 
through the year, was an excellent solution. over the course of the mis
sion, the radiometer would observe hundreds of millions of differences in 
brightness between points on the sky 60o apart. then, a leastsquares fitting 
computer program would build a map from them that best represents all the 
data, including detailed modeling of the systematic errors.

the particular challenges for this instrument were sensitivity and immuni
ty to systematic errors. the microwave receivers available in 1974 were almost 
all made with diode mixers, microwave circuits that combine the signal from 
the sky with a local oscillator signal to produce a new signal at an intermedi
ate frequency. this intermediate frequency signal can then be amplified and 
its intensity measured. as the CoBe design progressed, improvements in the 
mixers were made, and eventually we decided to sacrifice one of the original 
four frequency channels to gain the resources to use the new technology. 
the improvement was based on cooling the receivers. in our case there was 
plenty of cooling available, since the receivers were protected inside the sun
shield and had to be heated to keep them warm.

Some systematic errors were obvious. First, the dicke switches were made 
with ferrite beads activated by magnetic fields, and there was sensitivity to 
external magnetic fields from the earth and from the magnetic torquer bars. 
We provided magnetic shielding, but we knew that we would have a residual 
problem. Second, the receiver antennas were susceptible to interference 
coming from other directions. We chose corrugated horn antennas, and 
learned how to make them so precisely that the stray radiation sensitivity was 
very small. We had to measure this effect after launch and compensate for it. 
the major source of stray radiation was the earth, which is 10 million times 
as bright as the cosmic fluctuations that we eventually found. the earth is 
hidden from the receivers most of the year, but some of its emission diffracts 
over the edge of the sunshield and reaches the antennas. third, the receivers 
and switches were sensitive to temperature, and presumably to power supply 
voltages, and all sorts of other minor disturbances. Since we were looking for 
signals remaining after processing hundreds of millions of observations, we 
had to devise ways to find very small effects that could have ruined the data. 
most of these were found and fixed before launch, but some had to be mea
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sured and compensated in software after launch. during the months when 
the earth rose slightly above the plane of the sunshield for part of the orbit, 
and the satellite passed through the earth’s shadow on the opposite side of 
the orbit, the residual thermal, stray radiation, and other effects were suffi
ciently large that the data were not entirely trustworthy.

F. DIRBE
the dirBe instrument was designed for a different purpose: to search for 
and measure the diffuse infrared background light at shorter wavelengths 
than the CmBr. the accumulated light of distant galaxies should produce a 
nearlyuniform glow in the sky. if the universe were infinite, stationary, and 
uniform in both time and space, then every line of sight would terminate on 
the surface of some star, and we would be bathed in light as though we were 
just inside some such star. the expanding universe gives only a finite observ
able volume and a finite time, and the most distant parts are highly redshift
ed. nevertheless, the cosmic glow is one of the most important traces of the 
distant universe, the cosmic reservoir of lost photons. measuring it would tell 
us about those faint, most distant early galaxies, even if no telescope could 
ever observe them.

the main obstacle to measuring the diffuse ir background light is our lo
cal astrophysical environment. there are several bright sources, beginning 
with the interplanetary dust in our Solar system. this grayish dust reflects 
some sunlight and absorbs the rest, coming to a temperature around 200 K, 
and reemitting the light at midir wavelengths. this dust is visible to the na
ked eye as the zodiacal light, and is much brighter at infrared wavelengths. 
Farther out, the interstellar dust behaves in similar ways. its temperature 
depends on its distance from stars, and ranges from a few K to much higher 
values in shock waves or near stars. Very small dust grains are also heated mo
mentarily to very high temperatures, up to 1,000 K or more, by absorption of 
individual visible or UV photons, or by cosmic ray impacts.

the observational strategy for understanding and compensating for these 
foreground sources was to measure at as many wavelengths as possible (10), 
over as wide a wavelength range as possible (from 1.2 to 240 µm), to measure 
the polarization at the three shortest wavelengths because the scattered sun
light is polarized, and to measure over as wide a range of angles from the Sun 
as possible because the zodiacal light is strongly concentrated towards the 
Sun and towards the ecliptic plane. our range of angles was from about 64o 
to 124o, achieved by placing the dirBe line of sight 30o from the spin axis of 
the CoBe. the wide wavelength range required four different detector tech
nologies: inSb photovoltaic detectors from 1 to 5 µm, Si:as photoconductors 
for 12 and 25 µm, ge:ga detectors for 60 and 100 µm, and bolometer detec
tors for 140 and 240 µm.

the instrument also had to be designed to be absolutely calibrated. to 
achieve this we needed the following features: 1. a dark interior of the instru
ment, representing zero signal. 2. a modulator, switching the instrument 
beam rapidly back and forth between the sky and the interior of the instru
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ment, the infrared equivalent of the dicke Switch. 3. a calibrator body that 
could intercept the instrument beam and replace it with zero emission. 4. a 
light source that could establish the gain of the instrument and verify its sta
bility with time. 5. a precise measurement of the beam profile of the instru
ment, to compare calibration from standard stars with a diffuse background 
surface brightness. 6. detailed understanding of the response to standard 
stars. 7. Suppression of stray light from bright objects (such as the moon, 
earth, Sun, galactic Center, and Jupiter) outside the field of view.

the optical design for the dirBe was optimized for these purposes. the 
aperture was only 20 cm, but the field of view was large (0.7o), to optimize 
sensitivity for the diffuse radiation. the dirBe was enclosed in the cryostat, 
so its interior was truly cold and dark. the modulator was a speciallyde
signed tuning fork “chopper” with vanes that opened and closed at 32 hz. 
the telescope was a gregorian design, so that field and pupil stops ahead of 
the chopper could limit stray radiation. a carefully designed baffle system in 
the telescope tube intercepted light that might be scattered into the instru
ment, a shiny cone at the entrance to the telescope tube intercepted and 
reflected away any light coming in from angles just grazing the top of the 
cryostat, and a tightly fitted cover protected the telescope from molecular or 
dust contamination before reaching orbit. all of the detectors had the same 
field of view, so that relative colors of the detected objects would always be 
correct. the field of view was square, so that a star passing through the field 
would always produce about the same response, regardless of exactly where 
it was in the field. 

the dirBe instrument was also used to provide accurate pointing infor
mation. as the CoBe spins, the dirBe beam sweeps rapidly around the sky, 
and the precise timing of signals from bright stars passing through the beam 
is available. With an algorithm developed by science team member edward 
l. (ned) Wright, these timing signals were combined with a model of the 
spin of the CoBe and its other pointing sensors to give accurate pointing 
information. 

iV. reBUilding and laUnChing the CoBe 

the CoBe project was officially approved in 1982, when it became clear that 
the iraS was going to fly. the iraS cryostat was extremely challenging, and 
the CoBe depended completely on its success, since we had almost the same 
design. also, the naSa budget was very tight in those days, with cost growth 
in the iraS, the hubble Space telescope, and other projects. the iraS was 
at last launched successfully on January 25th, 1983 and our way seemed clear. 
michael hauser was a member of the science working group for the iraS and 
was responsible for the data analysis, so he was very familiar with the techno
logical details and the scientific results of the iraS. the iraS produced 
some very remarkable surprises: many nearby stars were surrounded by dust 
clouds, like our own zodiacal light but far brighter; and distant galaxies were 
extremely bright at far infrared wavelengths, sometimes 100 or 1,000 times 
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brighter than they are at visible wavelengths. our project proceeded with 
many minor revisions and major review meetings. our budget requirements 
also grew, but headquarters did not have the extra funds to give, so we took 
many risky decisions and cut some corners. We were lucky about them.

By January of 1986, we were assembling flight hardware, and a fullscale 
plywood mockup of the spacecraft was built for setting up the electronic box
es and the electrical cables. then came the fateful frozen day in Florida when 
the Space Shuttle Challenger and our 7 astronauts perished in flames. For us 
on the CoBe team, and for most of naSa, the future looked bleak. dennis 
mcCarthy, the deputy Project manager, started looking around for alternate 
launch vehicles. naSa had been forced to abandon its trusty delta launchers 
and all the other oneshot rockets in favor of the Shuttle, so we had nothing 
ready. Fortunately, there were still spare parts for the delta rockets, and it 
was possible to assemble a complete set. however, the delta could certainly 
not carry our payload as it was. the CoBe was far too large and weighed too 
much. our engineering team was not deterred. the CoBe was proposed in 
1974 for a delta launch, and the Shuttle design we had was using 5000 lb of 
fuel and physical structure that would not be needed if a delta rocket could 
take us all the way to the needed orbit. in the end, it was just barely possible 
to launch the CoBe on the delta. 

one really new design was now needed though: the sunshield would have 
to be folded up and deployed after launch. the unfolding would be pro
pelled by spring energy after a circular strap around the folded shield was cut 
by an explosive charge.

one minor change was then needed for the dmr instruments. the avail
able space between the new folding sunshield and the cryostat shell was not 
quite enough to fit the microwave receiver boxes without modification. new 
box designs and some new waveguide hardware were needed, but this was 
also possible.

now that we had a new mission concept, we presented it to naSa 
headquarters. it was quickly recognized that the CoBe could now be naSa’s 
first scientific mission to fly after the Challenger explosion. We were given 
the green light in late 1986, and urged to be ready for launch as soon as pos
sible. Suddenly our project went from the bottom of the priority totem pole 
almost to the top, behind the hubble Space telescope. We began roundthe
clock work, as much as people could stand, to finish the redesign, rebuild the 
hardware, and fix all the known problems with the instrumentation.

our payload was finally ready, and was loaded into a huge truck and 
driven around the Capital Beltway to andrews air Force Base. there, the 
truck was driven right into a waiting C5a transport aircraft, and flown to 
the Vandenberg launch site in California. at the launch site, final assembly 
was completed, and final tests were made. on october 17th 1989, the earth 
trembled with the San Francisco earthquake, but CoBe was bolted down 
that day, because two of our engineers had gone off to be married.

on the evening before november 18, 1989, we were ready to launch. ralph 
alpher and robert herman had come to watch the launch of the mission that 
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would test their theory. in the early morning of the launch day, the main ques
tion was about the winds. if the wind direction and speed changes too rapidly 
with altitude, the rocket control system will be unable to compensate and the 
rocket can break up. Weather balloons were launched and tracked to deter
mine the wind shear, and the assembled crowds stood in a cold and dark field 
3 km away from the launch pad. We watched the rocket ascend, dropping its 
spent booster rockets, and go out of sight, in just a few minutes. a few minutes 
later, the high altitude winds twisted the trail of rocket exhaust into contorted 
loops, making quite visible the hazard that the delta had just traversed.

the CoBe was not heard from again for about an hour, when it passed 
over the tracking station in alaska, and it was alive and well. in the first few 
days it faced new hazards. First, the outside of the cryostat was cooling off 
rapidly. We worried that if it got too cold, the cover might not come off. 
Second, one of the gyros in the pointing control system failed a few days 
after launch. Fortunately our engineering team had designed the system to 
keep right on going.  then, we rediscovered antarctica. the power system 
was designed to cope with a certain amount of sunshine, but we had not 
remembered how much sunlight would be reflected up to the CoBe by the 
ice in antarctica. next, trapped electrons and protons in the Van allen belts 
disrupted the functioning of the mirror control electronics for the FiraS, 
but we commanded the FiraS not to run there. 

the liquid helium in the cryostat lasted about 10 months. the end was 
abrupt, and within a minute the temperature was rising rapidly. We con
tinued to operate the dirBe because its short wavelength detectors, made 
with inSb, worked just fine at the higher temperature. the interior of the 
cryostat ended up around 60 K. the dmr, which did not use the helium, was 
operated for a total of 4 years.

the fate of the satellite was to be used for communications practice. it is 
still in the same orbit, and still spinning in its proper orientation, as it needs 
no fuel to do so, and the guidance system is highly redundant and reliable. it 
was estimated that the orbit will decay in about 1,000 years.

V. data analySiS and interPretation

the command and control of the spacecraft and the analysis and interpre
tation of the data required up to 100 software engineers and scientists. all 
three instruments required special analysis to deal with instrument systematic 
errors and calibration, and then with understanding the local astrophysical 
environment.

A. FIRAS 
the first instrument to produce scientific results was the FiraS. We adjusted 
the temperature of the internal reference body to null the signal from the 
interferometer as well as possible. the depth of the null was a direct measure 
of the match between the internal body and the spectrum of the CmBr. even 
before we had a precise calibration, we knew immediately that the match was 
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excellent. With a rough calibration, we added the difference we observed to 
the Planck function for the matching temperature, and plotted the result. 
not yet knowing the error bars, we assumed 1%. When i presented this 
spectrum at the January 1990 meeting of the american astronomical Society 
in Crystal City (a suburb of Washington, d.C.), the audience of over 1,000 
people rose in a standing ovation. none of us on the CoBe team anticipated 
this response, since the spectrum was not a surprise to us.

in retrospect we now appreciate the reason for the enthusiasm. not 
only was the spectrum beautiful to look at, but at one stroke it banished the 
doubts of almost everyone about the Big Bang theory. For so many decades, 
the intense combat between the Big Bang and Steady State advocates had 
continued, and for so many years, a series of small discrepancies between 
theory and measurement had been explained by ingenious people. now it 
was over, although some Steady State proponents do not agree. the Big Bang 
theory was safe, and the universe was simple, simple enough for theorists to 
go on to the next problem.

only a few weeks after the CoBe was launched, herb gush and his team 
from the University of British Columbia launched a sounding rocket with 
their version of the FiraS instrument (gush, halpern, and Wishnow, 1990). 
this payload had been flown several times, each without success, but this time 
it worked. their results agreed with the FiraS results, with the same tem
perature within the error bars, and showed no deviation from the blackbody 
spectrum either. With a little better luck they might have stolen some of our 
thunder years before the CoBe was launched, but to achieve our final conclu
sions we really needed the allsky maps that only CoBe could provide.

our spectrum plot now graces many astronomy textbooks, but people 
still ask one elementary question: why does the plot not look like the ones 
in other textbooks? the key point is that our plot gives the intensity versus 
frequency in reciprocal centimeters, the number of waves per centimeter. 
textbooks usually plot the intensity versus frequency in hz, or versus wave
length, usually in micrometers. the plots do not appear to match, not only 
because the scales are different, but because the differentials are different: 
the plots give the power per unit area per frequency interval or per wave
length interval, and those intervals also have to be converted. When these 
conversions are done, the plots agree.

the full calibration and analysis of the FiraS data took many years. the 
systematic errors that we discovered in the data were not complete surprises, 
but developing accurate models for them required a leastsquares fit with 
thousands of parameters, a few of which were critically important. dale 
Fixsen was the main architect of this process. the main errors to be compen
sated were: 1. the cosmic rays that hit the detectors produced voltage im
pulses that had to be detected and removed. 2. temperature variations from 
many causes caused the detector gain to vary. 3. there was a small amplitude 
vibration in the mirror mechanism, due to torsion in the parallelogram link
age, that was excited by the servo circuit. although this was minimized in the 
servo by a notching filter at 57 hz, there was a small residual effect on the 
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shape of the interferograms. 4. the internal reference body was not a very 
good blackbody. 5. the thermometer calibrations apparently changed after 
they were done, years before launch, and the three thermometers on the ex
ternal calibrator did not agree at the expected millikelvin tolerance. 6. there 
was a small optical effect in which radiation could make multiple passes 
through the interferometer, and appear to be modulated at twice or three 
times the proper frequency. Fortunately, the instrument had 4 detectors, two 
on each side and two in each frequency band, and it had two different stroke 
lengths, for a total of 8 different ways to observe. Comparison of the multiple 
detectors and stroke lengths gave many ways to understand and detect the 
errors. observation of interstellar spectrum lines, particularly that of [C ii] 
at 157.74 µm, gave ways to confirm the absolute frequency scale, and hence 
to confirm the temperature scale (Fixsen and mather, 2002).

the understanding and compensation for the local astrophysical sources was 
also difficult. one result was that the dust in the galaxy is almost all at about 
the same temperature and has about the same spectrum, but not quite. there 
are also some directions in the galactic plane where there are clearly multiple 
dust clouds with different temperature in the same line of sight. our analysts 
were amazed to see that some interferograms appeared to be “contaminated” 
with sine waves. these were just the expected response to bright interstellar 
spectrum lines. the fine structure line of ionized carbon [C ii] at 157.74 µm 
is by far the brightest we saw, and carries about 0.3% of the total luminosity of 
the milky Way. We observed the [n ii] line at 205.178 µm for the first time; 
it was then observed in the laboratory. other lines from Co, [C i], and h2o 
were also seen (Bennett et al., 1994). the 157.74 µm line is so bright that we 
were able to measure the differential doppler shift of the line due to the rota
tion of the galaxy, even though our spectral resolution was very modest.

the main measurement is that the spectrum of the CmBr matches a black
body at 2.725 ± 0.001 K with an rms deviation of 50 parts per million of the 
peak brightness. the interpretation of that result is that less than 0.01% of 
the energy of the CmBr was added to it after the first year of the expanding 
universe. energy added before that time would just change the temperature 
of the radiation (Wright et al., 1994).

energy added between redshifts of 105 to 3x106, roughly the first 1,000 
years, would give the radiation a modified spectrum with a chemical po
tential µ, as worked out by zeldovich and Sunyaev (1970). in this case the 
photon mode occupation number is η = 1/(ex+µ-1), where x = hν/kT, and h 
is Planck’s constant, ν is the oscillation frequency, k is Boltzmann’s constant, 
and T is the temperature. our measured value (1994) was µ = (1 ± 4) · 105, 
or |µ| < 9 · 105, with 95% confidence.

radiation added later would give a CmBr spectrum that is a mix of 
blackbodies at a range of temperatures, parameterized by y, as described by 
zeldovich and Sunyaev (1969). here y = (1/mec2) ∫ k(Te – Tγ)dτe, where me is 
the electron mass, c is the speed of light, Te is the temperature of the scatter
ing electrons, Tγ is the temperature of the CmBr at the time, and dτe is the 
differential opacity of the scattering electrons. the distortion of the spec
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trum produced by this kind of mix of blackbodies is described by dSy/dy = T0 
[x coth (x/2) – 4] dBν/dT, where S is the spectral brightness, B is the Planck 
function, and T0 is the average temperature. We found y = (1 ± 6) · 106, a 
very small number.

there is a long list of hypothetical energy sources that had been used to 
explain prior measurements of deviations from the blackbody form, includ
ing turbulence, proton decay, other unstable particles, decaying massive 
neutrinos, late photoproduction of deuterium, explosive or normal galaxy 
formation, cosmic gravity waves, cosmic strings, black holes, active galactic 
nuclei, Population iii stars, hot intergalactic medium, etc. our results do not 
rule out small contributions from these sources but do show that they could 
not have been responsible for most of the universe that we see today.

the FiraS instrument also measured: 1. the spectrum of the far ir cos
mic background radiation, first detected by the dirBe instrument (Fixsen et 
al., 1998), 2. the spectrum of the far ir zodiacal light, showing that the re
sponsible dust particles are large, ~ 30 µm in size, 3. the spectrum of the part 
of the CmBr due to the motion of the earth through the cosmos, called the 
dipole (Fixsen et al., 1994), and 4. limits on spatial variation of the CmBr 
spectrum (Fixsen et al., 1997).

the FiraS also confirmed Planck’s formula for the blackbody spectrum 
(nobel Prize, 1918). if Planck’s formula were incorrect, the calibration soft
ware would not have produced selfconsistent results. the FiraS calibration 
depends on temperatures through the form for the photon mode occupa
tion number, η = 1/(ex1), and this is the part of the Planck function that we 
tested.

a recent paper by Fixsen and mather (2002) argued that modern detectors 
and instrument designs could produce a factor of 100 improvement in sensitiv
ity and accuracy. in that case the astrophysical interference from dust and mol
ecules would certainly limit the cosmological conclusions. however, if these 
foregrounds could be managed, it is not unlikely that the distortions of the 
CmBr spectrum from known forms of energy release (e.g. the reionization of 
the universe at a redshift of 10–20 as detected by WmaP) could be detected.

Several papers have been written about the possibility of detecting distor
tions of the CmBr spectrum from small effects during the recombination 
era. For instance, small opacities due to the molecule lithium hydride, lih, 
might be seen, if the level populations of the molecule were slightly out of 
thermal equilibrium. a common question concerns the lyman α photons 
remaining from the last recombination for each h atom. there would be 
approximately one photon per h atom, at a wavelength of (1+z) · 0.1216 
µm, where z ~ 1,089, and a fractional line width of a few percent. h atoms are 
very much less numerous than CmBr photons, by a factor of more than 109, 
and the expected wavelength is in a region of the spectrum that is filled with 
galactic dust, atomic, and molecular emission, and zodiacal dust emission, so 
these few photons are very unlikely to be observable.

improved measurements of the CmBr spectrum at longer wavelengths 
are now in progress. the arCade project (Kogut et al., 2004) is a balloon
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borne microwave radiometer with a fullbeam external blackbody calibrator. 
operating without a protective window, it depends on highspeed flow of he
lium gas to keep the residual atmosphere at balloon altitudes from falling into 
the instrument and condensing on the antennas. Preliminary results show that 
the measured temperature is consistent with the FiraS number. eventually, 
this approach will provide improved measurements of the µ parameter for 
early energy release, since this distortion is greatest at long wavelengths.

B. DMR
the dmr instrument was the second to produce cosmological results. the 
data analysis team worked diligently to understand the needed corrections 
for known systematic errors, particularly the magnetic and thermal sensi
tivities of the dicke switches, and the stray light from bright objects like the 
earth. the first hint that we had detected a cosmic anisotropy was shown to 
the Science Working group at a special team meeting at nancy Boggess’s 
home in october 1991 by ned Wright, who had written his own analysis pro
gram for the first year of dmr data. the immediate response of the science 
team was that this was very important, too important to release quickly. We 
were well aware of recent junk science results on polywater, cold fusion, and 
other topics, and we were determined to get the answer right.

there were three main issues. First, were all the known instrument errors 
properly modeled and compensated? Second, had we properly understood 
and removed the effects of the galactic foreground electrons and dust? and 
third, were the elaborate computer programs reliable?

to tackle the first issue, we held team meetings devoted to brainstorming 
about everything that could possibly affect the accuracy of the data, and de
vising strategies to measure and analyze each effect. For each one, we needed 
two different people and computer programs to agree, and we needed a 
science team review of the results. alan Kogut and ned Wright were the key 
analysts, and david Wilkinson was our most determined skeptic. this process 
took many months.

the second issue was analyzed at goddard by Charles Bennett and gary 
hinshaw, and by the rest of the team, and described in Bennett et al., 1992. 
their strategy was to represent the two kinds of foreground emission by 
galactic electrons and the dust emission by models with adjustable coef
ficients, and then to determine those coefficients by comparing the maps 
made by the dmr and other equipment at different wavelengths. the result 
was that a linear combination of the three dmr maps, weighted with particu
lar coefficients, would eliminate almost all the galactic emission for direc
tions outside the galactic plane.

the third issue, that of software reliability, was managed by thorough tests 
of each computer code, and comparison of results of the personal code 
written by ned Wright with the official code written by the dmr team at 
goddard and the code developed independently by george Smoot and his 
team at Berkeley.
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an additional verification came from the data from balloonborne instru
ments. We had agreed to delete the longwavelength channel (at 23 ghz) 
from the dmr, and to fly a balloonborne maser instrument to map part of 
the sky at that wavelength. the maps from this instrument contained strong 
signals from the milky Way galaxy, but they were consistent with the dmr 
data (Fixsen, Cheng, and Wilkinson, 1983). also, the mitPrinceton team of 
Stephan meyer, edward Cheng, Ken ganga, and lyman Page, including two 
CoBe team members, flew a balloonborne instrument with bolometer de
tectors at shorter wavelengths, and achieved enough sensitivity to see the cos
mic fluctuations (ganga et al., 1993). their data were processed just in time 
to show that they were consistent with the cosmic fluctuations seen by dmr, 
before the dmr data were made public. indeed, if the dmr had not been 
built, it is possible that the balloon data would have eventually been accepted 
as the first detection of cosmic structure. For our purpose, it was enough that 
we knew the dmr data, covering the whole sky, were sound.

Finally, the results were ready and prepared for publication. the announce
ment was made at the meeting of the american Physical Society in april 1992 
in Washington, d.C. there had been enough advance publicity, and some 
leaks, that the press conference was filled with tV cameras and reporters. 
Within the day, the results were reported worldwide, and george Smoot’s fam
ous remark about seeing the face of god made the news everywhere. Steven 
hawking is quoted as saying something like this was “the most important dis
covery of the century, if not of all time.” the next day, interpretive papers had 
been submitted and distributed on the worldwide web by leading cosmolo
gists, who had everything written in advance except the conclusions. Within 
the year, there were thousands more papers citing our results.

the results we showed were in the form of maps and fluctuation spectra. 
the maps were nicely adjusted to show pink and blue blobs to represent 
hot and cold parts. as Sachs and Wolfe (1967) had pointed out, the colder 
regions represent higher density, because of the gravitational redshift of the 
photons leaving potential wells. the spectra were statistical characterizations 
of the spatial fluctuations, mathematically precise descriptions of the typical 
sizes of the blobs. to a first approximation, we found that there is no typical 
size – blobs of all sizes are equally likely and equally bright. this is called 
“scaleinvariant”, as predicted by harrison and zeldovich and by simple forms 
of the theory of cosmic inflation. on closer examination, the fluctuations are 
a little too weak on large angular scales (90 degrees and larger), and they in
crease a little on the smallest angular scales we could see (7 degrees), as they 
should according to theory. the first point has still not been explained, and 
may not be statistically significant. the second is very important, and is due 
to the motions of matter at the time of the cosmic decoupling.

So what had the dmr measured? We had indeed discovered and mapped 
the primordial density fluctuations of the universe. if these had not been 
found, theorists would have been extremely disappointed, because by 1992, 
there was a nearly complete theory of the origin of the large scale structure of 
the universe, built on the idea of cosmic inflation to set initial conditions and 
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guarantee large scale uniformity of the universe. the theory holds that very 
small amplitude primordial density fluctuations are the seeds for large scale 
structure, and that ordinary matter falls into the regions with greatest initial 
density, leaving empty regions (cosmic voids) where the initial density is least. 
the only needed force is gravitation. a remarkable result of the theory is that 
the density fluctuations grow linearly with time, and not exponentially like so 
many other natural phenomena. the reason is that the gravitational attrac
tions of distant parts of the universe diminish with the expansion, slowing 
down the exponential growth to linear growth. therefore, measurements of 
the large scale structure of the universe as represented by galaxies and galaxy 
clusters should also represent the initial conditions, the primordial fluctua
tions. By 1992, we had measurements of the large scale fluctuations traced by 
galaxies, and so we thought we knew what to expect. 

however, there was trouble with this picture. ordinary matter alone gives 
the wrong patterns, and it is not free to move relative to the rest of the uni
verse until it becomes a neutral gas at the cosmic decoupling era. Fortunately, 
it was already recognized that some kind of additional matter might fill the 
universe, called cosmic dark matter. By hypothesis, it is invisible, and has no 
interactions with light except through gravitation. on the other hand, since 
it is not tied to the CmBr radiation field, it is free to start moving before the 
cosmic decoupling, and can fall into the primordial gravitational wells and 
make them grow deeper. also, nothing is known of this dark matter except 
what astronomers claim to know: there is no agreed theory of it, no measure
ment of any of its particles in laboratories, and no knowledge of the masses 
of the particles, their stability, or anything else. only one kind of dark matter 
has so far been observed in the laboratory, the neutrinos, with their three 
flavors and their antiparticles, and it seems that their masses are not enough 
to explain the cosmic dark matter.

the other thing at issue in 1992 was whether the universe is spatially flat 
or not. theorists felt that a zero curvature universe was simple and pleasing 
and somehow ought to be true. to make such a universe, we would have to 
have a cosmic acceleration term in the equations, like the Λ constant that 
einstein (nobel Prize 1921, but not for this work) proposed and later rejec
ted. Perhaps just the right amount of such a term, which produces negative 
spatial curvature, could balance the positive curvature produced by ordinary 
matter and dark matter. that would be an amazing coincidence, unless there 
is some unknown law of nature that requires this to be true. this acceleration 
term is now called the cosmic dark energy, which points out that it might not 
be just a constant of mathematical integration as einstein saw it, but could 
perhaps be a new kind of force or matter with its own peculiar equation of 
state. So the interpretation of the measured cosmic fluctuations has become 
a major scientific industry. 

the dmr was operated for a total of four years, and the additional data 
were statistically consistent with the first year’s data. the new data gave much 
better ways to hunt for and correct systematic errors of all sorts, so the final 
results improved much more than the factor of two in random noise levels.
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the dmr data were analyzed to hunt for many interesting things, none 
of which have been found with much statistical significance. For instance, 
there was a suggestion that cosmic strings might exist, stretching across vast 
regions of space. at one time it was thought that they could produce the cos
mic density fluctuations all by themselves. if they were strong enough, they 
would produce discontinuities in the temperature maps, and should be vis
ible. Since none have been found, they apparently were not responsible for 
the CmBr anisotropy, but perhaps they are just very rare. Searches were also 
made for nongaussian fluctuations; perhaps there were specific localized 
objects, with either positive or negative temperatures, that could be found 
by close examination. none of these have been found either, above the levels 
that should appear from ordinary gaussian fluctuations, and from known 
point sources like Jupiter. the dmr angular resolution is too coarse for it to 
respond much to fainter objects. another possibility is that the universe has 
a peculiar topology: suppose that we found the same object or pattern in two 
different places on the map. in that case, the universe could have the topo
logy of a sphere or a torus, in which the same object could be viewed in two 
different directions. none of these searches have returned positive results 
either.

Following the dmr announcement, there have been many more instru
ments built, and hundreds of scientists worldwide have continued to measure 
and analyze. groundbased and balloonborne instruments have measured 
with improved angular resolution. CoBe team members Charles Bennett 
and david Wilkinson conceived, proposed, and built the maP, the microwave 
anisotropy Probe, launched in 2001 and still operating. it was renamed the 
Wilkinson microwave anisotropy Probe in 2002, following Wilkinson’s death 
on September 5th, 2002. the WmaP has extended the dmr allsky maps to 
much higher sensitivity and angular resolution, and has confirmed that the 
dmr data are accurate. With the WmaP data, we now know many of the 
cosmic parameters (matter, dark matter, dark energy density, age of the uni
verse, etc.) to precisions of a percent or two. it has also detected a wonderful 
surprise: evidence of the effects of the reionization of the universe, at a red
shift around 13. this is recognized through the polarization of the CmBr, 
produced as a result of the quadrupole anisotropy of the CmBr seen by the 
electrons when they scatter the radiation towards us for the last time. the 
angular scale of the polarization pattern we observe measures the redshift at 
which the scattering occurs, and the amplitude measures the optical depth 
of the scattering.

there are several remaining challenges for future CmBr anisotropy meas
urements. the one receiving the most attention now is the hunt for the 
polarization induced by gravitational waves in the Big Bang itself. a task 
Force on Cosmic microwave Background research, chaired by rainer Weiss, 
prepared a beautiful summary report about the benefits, challenges, and 
strategy for measuring this polarization. the polarization map is a vector 
field on a sphere, and can be decomposed into two parts: the divergence 
of a scalar field, called emode, and curl of a vector field, called Bmode. 
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according to theory, the primordial gravity waves should produce a polariza
tion pattern with a curl, and no other subsequent process should be able to 
do so. the polarization pattern would be much fainter than the temperature 
anisotropy map, and the curl component would be much fainter than the 
divergence component. hence this is very difficult to measure, but it may 
already be possible with current generations of detectors. the generic name 
for this space mission in the US is “inflation Probe” and three design studies 
have been supported by naSa. technically, such a mission could be flying in 
a decade, but competition for scarce resources may delay it. in any event, the 
measurement of the Bmode polarization is the most direct method available 
to learn about the forces prevailing in the Big Bang itself, could help us come 
to the longsought theory of everything, and presumably would be a nobel
winning discovery. it is no surprise that elementary particle physicists, both 
theorists and experimenters, have been turning to CmBr studies as their 
next exciting opportunity. 

C. DIRBE
the dirBe instrument was the last to produce cosmological results, largely 
because the local foregrounds at dirBe wavelengths are very bright and 
complex. the definitive dirBe results are given in a series of papers (hauser 
et al., Kelsall et al., arendt et al., and dwek et al., 1998). the surprise found in 
the dirBe data is that the universe is twice as bright as previously believed 
from measurements of individual galaxies. there is a general glow called the 
cosmic infrared background or CiB, composed of two parts, at near ir wave
lengths of a few µm, and far ir wavelengths of a few hundred µm. the near 
ir background is not yet understood (see the review by hauser and dwek, 
2001), but the far ir background is apparently produced by a previously un
known population of very bright dusty galaxies at redshifts of a few (2–3).

to get to this result, the dirBe team had to go through a much more com
plex process than was required for the other two instruments, because the 
main foreground faced by dirBe is variable in time and space. it is produced 
by the interplanetary dust, which is smoothly distributed in a thick disk orbit
ing the Sun. this disk is not so simple though. it has several sources, in colli
sions among asteroids, in the disintegration of comets, and in the migration 
of small particles from the outer solar system. From the iraS data, we know 
that there are at least three rings of dust orbiting as though they are collision 
debris from certain families of asteroids. also, these particles move under the 
influence of gravity, radiation pressure and the Poyntingrobertson drag, and 
electromagnetic forces for those particles with electric charges. the drag force 
makes the particles spiral in towards the sun over time scales of thousands to 
millions of years, depending on size, and the particles may experience close 
encounters with the planets, and repeated gravitational impulses when their 
orbital periods are commensurate with the planets. Some become locked in 
orbital resonances for long periods of time, as the gravitational forces over
come the Poyntingrobertson drag. Some even become locked in orbital 
resonance with the earth, producing leading and trailing blobs that were 
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seen in the dirBe data. this phenomenon, an annoyance for those seeking 
the cosmic ir background radiation, is of great interest for those hunting for 
planets around other stars. indeed, it has already been seen in the dust clouds 
of bright stars such as Fomalhaut, where a large planet is presumed to be 
organizing the dust into a ring (Kalas, graham, and Clampin, 2005).

in addition, the earth, and the CoBe with it, move through the dust 
cloud. the major effects are that the plane of the earth’s orbit is not the sym
metry plane of the dust cloud, which feels greater forces from Jupiter, and 
that the earth’s orbit is not circular, so the earth moves in and out as well as 
up and down in the cloud. moreover, the dust cloud is not centered on the 
Sun, since it feels the strong pull of Jupiter.

the model for this dust was built in a heuristic way, and contains many 
free parameters, adjusted to fit the time and spatial variations of the sky ob
served by the dirBe. Full documentation of the model is given by Kelsall 
et al., 1998. the parameters include the dust temperature and its powerlaw 
variation with distance from the Sun, the dust number density and its power
law variation with distance, the emissivity and reflectivity at each wavelength, 
and the phase function of the scattering. there is a model of the particle 
resonances with the earth, to explain the leading and trailing blobs. there 
are parameters to describe the thickness of the dust disk, and the shape of its 
density distribution near the ecliptic plane, and parameters for the tilt and 
forced eccentricity of the dust disk presumed to be due to Jupiter. even the 
symmetry plane of the dust distribution is warped, presumably by the compet
ing gravitational perturbations of nearby planets. even with all this complex
ity, there are significant residuals from the model, and Kelsall believes there 
are real time variations at the level of a percent that are not explained.

Understanding the foreground emission from the galaxy was also difficult 
and done in a heuristic fashion. the majority of the sky at most wavelengths 
has detectable stars and dust clouds, the brightest of which can be masked 
out and ignored. the fainter ones are not resolved by the large dirBe beam 
and can be modeled based on a priori galactic models with no free param
eters (arendt et al., 1998).

the result of all this subtraction is that there are a few favored directions 
where the galactic foregrounds are least, possibly due to supernovae which 
have cleared out the dust and gas for large distances. as any true cosmic 
background must be roughly isotropic, it was important that observations in 
these favored directions must give the same answers.

the dirBe results were essential to both the FiraS and dmr interpreta
tions. First, they showed that the local universe was well understood, so that 
the FiraS and dmr observations really do represent the distant Big Bang. 
this was important, for instance, in arguing that it is only a coincidence that 
the cosmic dipole due to the earth’s motion lies in the ecliptic Plane. also, 
the dirBe maps of galactic dust agreed with the FiraS maps, showing that 
there were no new and strange effects. Conversely, after the dirBe team de
termined that there is a far ir cosmic background field, the FiraS data were 
used to confirm it and measure its spectrum (Fixsen et al., 1998).
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Vi. SUmmary: CoBe’S PlaCe in hiStory and Where are We noW?

the CoBe mission, started in an era when slide rules were common and 
aerospace designers used pencils and large sheets of paper, led to a revolu
tion in our understanding of the universe. it confirmed the Big Bang theory, 
and discovered the primordial density fluctuations that formed the large
scale structure of the universe. it found that the universe is twice as bright 
as previously thought. it led to a series of ever more powerful instruments 
to measure the CmBr, one of which (the WmaP) has already tested the 
idea that the earliest times in the universe included an exponential expan
sion called inflation. We now have precise values (especially from WmaP) of 
many cosmic parameters, and CmBr studies now in preparation could reveal 
the nature of the forces in the Big Bang by discovering the primordial grav
ity waves. the Planck mission, a project of the european Space agency with 
naSa participation, is due for launch in 2008 and will extend the WmaP 
results to smaller angular scales by using shorter wavelengths. it will also have 
greater sensitivity, using bolometric detectors, and has a chance to measure 
the cosmic polarization signals even better than WmaP.

our team members have continued on with many other projects. rainer 
Weiss is one of the leaders of the ligo project, the laser interferometer 
gravitationalWave observatory. george Smoot is a full professor at the 
University of California at Berkeley. Charles Bennett, now at Johns hopkins 
University, and david Wilkinson (who died in 2002), led the WmaP, with 
many of the engineers and scientists who built the CoBe. edward Wright is 
Principal investigator for the WiSe mission, the Widefield infrared Survey 
explorer, which will survey the entire sky with 1,000 times the sensitivity of 
the iraS. michael hauser is deputy director of the Space telescope Science 
institute, which operates the hubble Space telescope and will operate 
the James Webb Space telescope. edward Cheng started a small company, 
analytical Concepts, and Stephan meyer is deputy director of the enrico 
Fermi institute and associate director of the Kavli institute for Cosmological 
Physics at the University of Chicago. most of the senior project managers and 
engineers have retired.

the CoBe observations also lead on to new missions to observe the first 
stars and galaxies, such as the James Webb Space telescope (JWSt). this is 
my current project, for which i serve as the senior project scientist. the JWSt 
is a deployable 6.5 m infrared telescope, to be launched in 2013 to an orbit 
around the Sunearth lagrange point l2. With its protected environment 
and the latest in modern infrared detectors and instruments, it could also 
produce stunning discoveries. theory confidently predicts that star forma
tion began at very high redshifts (> 20), and that some of the first protogal
axies and supernovae may be observable at redshifts of 15 or more.
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the CoBe project archive is now located at http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/ and in
cludes project information, images, data files, and documentation. ned Wright’s online 
Cosmology tutorial, http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~wright/cosmolog.htm includes a history 
of the CoBe project, with online images of early versions of the CoBe. the Wikipedia en
try on CoBe is wellwritten (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CoBe) and richard a. muller’s 
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